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We have heard for years that planting trees can help save the 
world from global warming. That mantra was mostly a 
statement of faith, however. Now the data finally exist to show 
that if the right species of trees are planted in the right soil 
types across the planet, the emerging forests could capture 205 
gigatons of carbon dioxide in the next 40 to 100 years. That's 
two thirds of all the CO2 humans have generated since the 

industrial revolution. "Forest restoration is by far our most 
powerful planetary solution today," says Tom Crowther, a 
professor of global ecosystem ecology at the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology in Zurich, and an author of a study 
published Thursday in Science that generated the eye-opening 
number.
The study team analyzed almost 80,000 satellite photo 
measurements of tree cover worldwide and combined them 
with enormous global databases about soil and climate 
conditions, evaluating one hectare at a time. The exercise 
generated a detailed map of how many trees the earth could 
naturally support—where forests grow now and where they 
could grow, outside of areas such as deserts and savannahs that 
support very few or no trees. The team then subtracted existing 
forests and also urban areas and land used for agriculture. That 
left 0.9 billion hectares that could be forested but have not 
been. If those spaces were filled with trees that already flourish 
nearby, the new growth could store 205 gigatons of carbon by 
the time the forests mature.
After 40 to 100 years, of course, the storage rate would flatten 



as forest growth levels off—but the researchers say the 205 
gigatons would be maintained as old trees die and new ones 
grow. There would be "a bank of excess carbon that is no longer 
in the atmosphere," Crowther says.

Earth could naturally support 4.4 billion hectares of forest (colors in top map; 
gray represents areas such as desert that have no potential). When existing 
forests, agricultural lands and urban areas are subtracted from potential forest 
lands, 0.9 billion hectares remain (colors in bottom map) where new forests 
could grow, pulling 205 billion tons of CO2 out of the atmosphere. Credit: “The 
Global Tree Restoration Potential.” Jean-Francois Bastin et al. in Science, Vol. 
365, issue 6448, July 5, 2019.

The team has also created a planning tool linked to the map 
that will be open to the public starting July 5. Individuals and 
organizations can zoom in to any location to see where new 
forests could be started.
Crowther has not studied other carbon sequestration 
techniques that have been discussed a lot lately, such as ocean 
fertilization (growing algae to soak up carbon) or direct air 



capture (machines that pull CO2 from the atmosphere), but he 

thinks they would be much more expensive than growing trees. 
He estimates it might cost the world $300 billion to plant the 
0.9 billion hectares. And new forests provide another strong 
benefit: they restore biodiversity, which is crucial because so 
many plant and animal species are disappearing. Crowther says 
he began to study reforestation because he was really looking 
for ways to stop species loss. Tremendous benefits beyond 
carbon sequestration "come from biodiversity—providing food, 
medicines, clean water and all sorts of things for humans," he 
says.
Pulling all that carbon from the atmosphere could take longer 
than anticipated, however. Forests might need more like 70 to 
100 years to reach full maturity, says Robin Chazdon, an 
ecologist and evolutionary biologist at the University of 
Connecticut, who was not involved in the study. Yet she says 
any replanting should begin as soon as possible because climate 
change is likely to compromise forests' ability to grow. Higher 
temperatures increase tree respiration, which causes them 
stress. And drought will widen, reducing tree growth. Crowther 
adds that although climate change will allow more trees to grow 
in northern latitudes, it will also dry out tropical latitudes. Tree 
loss in the tropics, he says, will outpace gains in the high north.
Chazdon cautions that replanting may not be as simple as it 
sounds, and she wonders if 0.9 billion new hectares will ever be 
possible, given competing priorities. More trees consume more 
water, and this could threaten agriculture or other human 
activities in dry areas. And local people may not want forests if 



they need to generate income from the land, say from farming 
or herding. Some prominent reforestation programs, such as 
ones in the Philippines, have failed "because there was no local 
involvement," she says.
The best places to start reforestation are where multiple 
benefits can readily be gained. In a July 3 Science 
Advances paper, Chazdon and colleagues identify a series of 
locations in the tropics that have higher-than-average potential 
for benefits as well as ease of getting started.
All the new tree work, Chazdon says, signals that "we're 
entering into the practicality stage" of smart reforestation. "We 
can bring a lot of interdisciplinary science to bear. I hope there 
will be more interaction between scientists and politicians, 
realizing that the tools we now have can guide reforestation that 
is the most cost-effective, and has multiple benefits and fewer 
tradeoffs."



The most effective 
way to tackle climate 
change? Plant 1 
trillion trees
By Mark Tutton, CNN

Updated 0908 GMT (1708 HKT) April 17, 2019

Carpeted in trees, the 2.82 million hectare Chiribiquete National Park in 
Colombia sucks CO2 from the atmosphere.

London (CNN)What's low-tech, sustainable and possibly the most 
effective thing we can do to fight climate change? Planting trees. A 



trillion of them.

Tom Crowther is a climate change ecologist at Swiss university ETH 
Zurich. Four years ago he found there are about 3 trillion trees already on 
earth -- much higher than NASA's previous estimate of 400 billion. Now, 
his team of researchers has calculated there is enough room on the 
planet for an additional 1.2 trillion -- and that planting them would have 
huge benefits in terms of absorbing atmospheric carbon dioxide, the 
main driver of climate change.
"The amount of carbon that we can restore if we plant 1.2 trillion trees, 
or at least allow those trees to grow, would be way higher than the next 
best climate change solution," Crowther told CNN.

Global tree density, calculated by Crowther's team. Existing forests are shown 
in green, potential forests are yellow.

Because his research is currently under review for publication in the 
journal Science, he says he can't share exact figures of how much extra 
CO2 could be stored by those trees. But he points to numbers from 
Project Drawdown -- a non-profit that ranks climate solutions by the 



amount of CO2 they could remove from the atmosphere. Its number one 
ranked solution -- managing the release of HFC greenhouse gases from 
fridges and air conditioners -- could reduce atmospheric CO2 by 90 
billion tons. Crowther says planting 1.2 trillion trees would give a 
reduction "way above" that figure.
To put that in context, global CO2 emissions are around 37 billion 
tons per year.



Restoring forests could capture two-
thirds of the carbon humans have 
added to the atmosphere
By Mark Tutton, CNN

Updated 1800 GMT (0200 HKT) July 4, 2019

Reforestation could be a powerful tool against climate change, according to a new study. Pictured, Shenandoah National Park in Virginia, 
October 2013.

(CNN)Restoring the world's lost forests could remove two thirds of all the planet-warming carbon that is in the atmosphere because 
of human activity, according to a new study.

Since the industrial revolution, humans have added around 300 billion tons of extra carbon to the atmosphere -- mainly through 
burning fossil fuels -- which is heating the planet to dangerous levels. But trees naturally remove carbon from the atmosphere, 
storing it above and below ground.
A new study, carried out by researchers at Swiss university ETH Zurich and published Thursday in the journal Science, has 
calculated that restoring degraded forests all over the world could capture about 205 billion tons of carbon in total. Global carbon 
emissions are currently around 10 billion tons per year.

Degraded forests
The researchers identified ecosystems around the world that would naturally support some level of tree cover, but have become 
"degraded" -- deforested for timber, for example, or turned into farmland that has since been abandoned. They excluded areas that 
are currently used as urban or agricultural land, or that would naturally be grasslands or wetlands, because these ecosystems can 
themselves be valuable carbon stores, as well as supporting biodiversity.
Read: One million species threatened with extinction
They concluded that there's enough suitable land to increase the world's forests by about a third. That would give the planet more 
than a trillion extra trees and 900 million hectares of additional tree canopy, an area about the size of the United States.

'Most effective solution'
The researchers say their data shows global tree restoration to be the most effective way to tackle climate change.



Tom Crowther, the study's senior author, told CNN, "This is way bigger than the next best solution, and this is by far the cheapest.
"The best restoration projects out there that we know of are restoring billions of trees at 30 cents a tree. Scaled up to the numbers 
we're talking about it's $300 billion."
Read: Amazon destruction accelerates 60% to one and a half soccer fields every minute
The study found that most of the land suitable for restoring forests trees is in six countries -- Russia (151 million hectares), USA (103 
million hectares), Canada (78 million), Australia (58 million), Brazil (50 million), and China (40 million).

Russia has the greatest potential for forest restoration, according to the study.

But it also warned that the amount of land suitable for supporting new forests is shrinking because of climate change, and that the 
area available for forest restoration could be reduced by a fifth by 2050.
The researchers say that while most existing models predict that climate change will increase global tree cover, their own models 
found that although a warmer climate is likely to increase tree cover in northern areas, such as Siberia, that will be outweighed by 
climate change shrinking denser forests in tropical regions.

But they add that their models of future tree cover are characterized by high uncertainty, and don't take into account potential loss of 
forest for pasture or cattle raising.
Christiana Figueres, former executive secretary of the UN Climate Convention described the study as "an authoritative assessment of 
how much land we can and should cover with trees without impinging on food production or living areas."

Simon Lewis, professor of Global Change Science at University College London, who was not involved with the research, agreed 
that we need to plant new forests to meet our climate change obligations, but said that "the estimate that 900 million hectares 
restoration can store an additional 205 billion tons of carbon is too high and not supported by either previous studies or climate 
models."
He added: "The idea that climate change risks losing areas of tropical forests before 2050 is also not consistent with the results from 
climate models or observational studies for today's forests.
"Today, the immediate major threat to tropical forests is deforestation by people and out of control fires, not the more subtle impacts 
of higher temperatures."



June 28, 2019 -- a forest fire in Catalonia, Spain, burned more than 6,500 hectares of land.

Efforts underway
Tree planting is no quick climate fix. It can take decades of growth for the carbon storage to reach its full potential. A more immediate 
benefit can come from halting deforestation, says Crowther, which costs our planet around 15 billion trees each year.

But although tree planting on such a colossal scale faces significant challenges (not least identifying who owns the land in question, 
and securing the rights to plant and maintain trees there), widespread efforts are already underway.
The Australian government has announced it will plant 1 billion trees by 2030; work is underway on a "Great Green Wall" to stop the 
spread of the Sahara by restoring 100 million hectares of degraded land (and sequester 250 million tons of carbon), and China's 
anti-desertification program, also known as the "Great Green Wall," has planted more than 50 billion trees since the 1970s. The UN-
endorsed Bonn Challenge aims to reforest 350 million hectares of degraded land globally by 2030.

Africa's "Great Green Wall" aims to slow down desertification.

Myles Allen, professor of geosystem science at the University of Oxford, said the study had overestimated the reduction in 
atmospheric carbon, and added: "Restoration of trees may be 'among the most effective strategies,' but it is very far indeed from 'the 



atmospheric carbon, and added: "Restoration of trees may be 'among the most effective strategies,' but it is very far indeed from 'the 
best climate change solution available,' and a long way behind reducing fossil fuel emissions to net zero.

Crowther stressed that the potential of forest restoration mustn't be at the expense of reducing carbon emissions.
"Often when we do these papers people say this will disincentivize people cutting their emissions," he said. "Obviously, we must 
reduce emissions as much as we can, it's a huge priority, but even if we stop emissions now there are still 300 gigatons (billion tons) 
in the atmosphere that will keep warming the planet, and this restoration could cut vast amounts of that."

Tree planting 'has mind-blowing potential' to tackle climate crisis
Research shows a trillion trees could be planted to capture huge amount of carbon dioxide
Damian CarringtonEnvironment editor
 @dpcarrington
Thu 4 Jul 2019 19.00 BST
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 Redwood trees in Guerneville, California. Photograph: Gabrielle Lurie/The Guardian

Planting billions of trees across the world is by far the biggest and cheapest way to tackle the climate crisis, according to scientists, who have made 
the first calculation of how many more trees could be planted without encroaching on crop land or urban areas.

As trees grow, they absorb and store the carbon dioxide emissions that are driving global heating. New research estimates that a worldwide planting 
programme could remove two-thirds of all the emissions that have been pumped into the atmosphere by human activities, a figure the scientists 
describe as “mind-blowing”.

The analysis found there are 1.7bn hectares of treeless land on which 1.2tn native tree saplings would naturally grow. That area is about 11% of all 
land and equivalent to the size of the US and China combined. Tropical areas could have 100% tree cover, while others would be more sparsely 
covered, meaning that on average about half the area would be under tree canopy.

The scientists specifically excluded all fields used to grow crops and urban areas from their analysis. But they did include grazing land, on which 
the researchers say a few trees can also benefit sheep and cattle.

“This new quantitative evaluation shows [forest] restoration isn’t just one of our climate change solutions, it is overwhelmingly the top one,” said 
Prof Tom Crowther at the Swiss university ETH Zürich, who led the research. “What blows my mind is the scale. I thought restoration would be in 
the top 10, but it is overwhelmingly more powerful than all of the other climate change solutions proposed.”

Crowther emphasised that it remains vital to reverse the current trends of rising greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel burning and forest 
destruction, and bring them down to zero. He said this is needed to stop the climate crisis becoming even worse and because the forest restoration 
envisaged would take 50-100 years to have its full effect of removing 200bn tonnes of carbon.



But tree planting is “a climate change solution that doesn’t require President Trump to immediately start believing in climate change, or scientists 
to come up with technological solutions to draw carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere”, Crowther said. “It is available now, it is the cheapest one 
possible and every one of us can get involved.” Individuals could make a tangible impact by growing trees themselves, donating to forest 
restoration organisations and avoiding irresponsible companies, he added.

Other scientists agree that carbon will need to be removed from the atmosphere to avoid catastrophic climate impacts and have warned that 
technological solutions will not work on the vast scale needed.

Jean-François Bastin, also at ETH Zürich, said action was urgently required: “Governments must now factor [tree restoration] into their national 
strategies.”

Christiana Figueres, former UN climate chief and founder of the Global Optimism group, said: “Finally we have an authoritative assessment of how 
much land we can and should cover with trees without impinging on food production or living areas. This is hugely important blueprint for 
governments and private sector.”

René Castro, assistant-director general at the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, said: “We now have definitive evidence of the potential land 
area for re-growing forests, where they could exist and how much carbon they could store.”

The study, published in the journal Science, determines the potential for tree planting but does not address how a global tree planting programme 
would be paid for and delivered.

Crowther said: “The most effective projects are doing restoration for 30 US cents a tree. That means we could restore the 1tn trees for $300bn 
[£240bn], though obviously that means immense efficiency and effectiveness. But it is by far the cheapest solution that has ever been proposed.” 
He said financial incentives to land owners for tree planting are the only way he sees it happening, but he thinks $300bn would be within reach of 
a coalition of billionaire philanthropists and the public.

Effective tree-planting could take place across the world, Crowther said: “The potential is literally everywhere – the entire globe. In terms of carbon 
capture, you get by far your biggest bang for your buck in the tropics [where canopy cover is 100%] but every one of us can get involved.” The 
world’s six biggest nations, Russia, Canada, China, the US, Brazil and Australia, contain half the potential restoration sites.

Tree planting initiatives already exist, including the Bonn Challenge, backed by 48 nations, aimed at restoring 350m hectares of forest by 2030. 
But the study shows that many of these countries have committed to restore less than half the area that could support new forests. “This is a new 
opportunity for those countries to get it right,” said Crowther. “Personally, Brazil would be my dream hotspot to get it right – that would be 
spectacular.”

The research is based on the measurement of the tree cover by hundreds of people in 80,000 high-resolution satellite images from Google Earth. 
Artificial intelligence computing then combined this data with 10 key soil, topography and climate factors to create a global map of where trees 
could grow.

This showed that about two-thirds of all land – 8.7bn ha – could support forest, and that 5.5bn ha already has trees. Of the 3.2bn ha of treeless land, 
1.5bn ha is used for growing food, leaving 1.7bn of potential forest land in areas that were previously degraded or sparsely vegetated.

“This research is excellent,” said Joseph Poore, an environmental researcher at the Queen’s College, University of Oxford. “It presents an 
ambitious but essential vision for climate and biodiversity.” But he said many of the reforestation areas identified are currently grazed by livestock 



including, for example, large parts of Ireland.

“Without freeing up the billions of hectares we use to produce meat and milk, this ambition is not realisable,” he said. Crowther said his work 
predicted just two to three trees per field for most pasture: “Restoring trees at [low] density is not mutually exclusive with grazing. In fact many 
studies suggest sheep and cattle do better if there are a few trees in the field.”

Can planting billions of trees save the planet?
 Read more

Crowther also said the potential to grow trees alongside crops such as coffee, cocoa and berries – called agro-forestry – had not been included in 
the calculation of tree restoration potential, and neither had hedgerows: “Our estimate of 0.9bn hectares [of canopy cover] is reasonably 
conservative.”

However, some scientists said the estimated amount of carbon that mass tree planting could suck from the air was too high. Prof Simon Lewis, at 
University College London, said the carbon already in the land before tree planting was not accounted for and that it takes hundreds of years to 
achieve maximum storage. He pointed to a scenario from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1.5C report of 57bn tonnes of carbon 
sequestered by new forests this century.

Other scientists said avoiding monoculture plantation forests and respecting local and indigenous people were crucial to ensuring reforestation 
succeeds in cutting carbon and boosting wildlife.

Earlier research by Crowther’s team calculated that there are currently about 3tn trees in the world, which is about half the number that existed 
before the rise of human civilisation. “We still have a net loss of about 10bn trees a year,” Crowther said.

Visit the Crowther Lab website for a tool that enables users to look at particular places and identify the areas for restoration and which tree 
species are native there.

Can planting billions of trees save the planet?
The Upside
Trees and forests

Organisations from around the world are reforesting at an unprecedented rate

Patrick Barkham
 @patrick_barkham
Wed 19 Jun 2019 06.00 BST



 Volunteers plant mangroves in Indonesia. Photograph: NurPhoto/NurPhoto via Getty Images

W
hen Clare Dubois’s car skidded on an icy road in Stroud, Gloucestershire, a tree prevented her vehicle 
tumbling into a ravine. It was, she says, a sign. Humanity is nearing a precipice. Trees can stop us going over 
the edge.

This calling was so strong that Dubois, a business life coach, founded TreeSisters with a friend, Bernadette 
Ryder, to take on a daunting mission: to reforest the tropics within a decade.

In 2014, their new charity funded its first 12,000 trees by encouraging western women to make small 
monthly donations to reforestation projects in the tropics. Today TreeSisters is planting 2.2m trees (average 
cost: 33p a tree) each year across Madagascar, India, Kenya, Nepal, Brazil and Cameroon.

“We have to make it as natural to give back to nature as it is to take nature for granted,” Dubois says, musing 
on the need to “shift from a consumer species to a restorer species”

She is not alone. The global elite is embracing tree-hugging rhetoric. It is as if the world has suddenly woken 
up to the restorative powers of plants.

Forests can stop runaway global heating, encourage rainfall, guarantee clean water, reduce air pollution, and 
provide livelihoods for local people and reserves for rare wildlife. Politicians are waking up to the potential of 
“natural climate solutions” – reforestation and other ecological restoration – to capture carbon and tackle 
the climate crisis. Such solutions could provide 37% of the greenhouse gas mitigation required to provide a 
good chance of stabilising global heating below the critical 2C threshold.

In March the United Nations announced a Decade of Ecosystem Restorationand has set a target to restore 
350m hectares – an area bigger than India – by 2030.



 Women in Kenya plant trees as part of an International Tree Foundation reforestation project. Photograph: Courtesy of International Tree Foundation

India itself has pledged to plant 13m hectares of forest by 2020, Latin America is aiming at 20m hectares and 
African countries 100m hectares by 2030.

China’s aspiration is to plant an area of forest as large as Ireland every year. Trees are increasingly hailed as a 
solution for climate-stressed cities too, preventing overheating and reducing air pollution. In England, more 
than 130,000 trees are to be planted in towns and cities over the next two years.

But it isn’t as simple as just grabbing seeds and saplings and sticking them in the ground. Non-native 
plantations can cause problems for biodiversity, local livelihoods – or both. Grand pledges aren’t always met. 
Dubois is only “vaguely heartened” by the new mood. She points out that a 2014 UN declaration pledged to 
halve deforestation by 2020. Instead, record deforestation ensued and in 2018 an area of primary forest the 
size of Belgium was lost, the third-highest annual depletion since records began in 2001.

Technology – such as tree-planting by drone – is often hailed as a game changer, but it can be hit-and-miss. 
“Everybody thinks that smarter technology is going to save us,” says Dubois. “A significant amount of the 
materials required to be mined for that smarter technology are under the last remaining old-growth forests.”

 Women plant saplings on the outskirts of Allahabad, India, in 2016. Photograph: Rajesh Kumar Singh/AP

TreeSisters refuses to use drones, “because we’re all about the relationship between people and trees”, says 
Dubois. “It’s the disconnect between people and trees that drives deforestation. We need people connected 
with forests.”

TreeSisters’ philosophy is different: local, community-based reforestation with native trees in the tropics. 
“The tropical forest belt provides cooling and rainfall,” says Dubois. “It’s part of the delivery system for a 
habitable climate for all of us.”

In Madagascar, the charity is helping Eden Reforestation Projects replant lost mangrove and dry deciduous 
forests on the north-west coast. Mangroves are a wonder-tree for local and global ecosystem services; they 
protect human communities from coastal floods but also filterriver flows out to sea and prevent soil washing 



into the ocean and destroying coral reefs. They are also crucial nurseries for juvenile fish. Most importantly, 
perhaps, studies suggest they can sequester four times more carbon than rainforest. Between 2000 and 2015, 
the equivalent of Brazil’s annual carbon emissions was released by the destruction of mangrove forests.

 Clare Dubois, founder and CEO of TreeSisters. Photograph: Joan Hill/TreeSisters

Eden employs local people to gather and plant mature propagules from mangroves. These seedlings usually 
fall from the tree and stick straight in the mud or float away until they reach another shore and grow. The 
mangrove-planters also clear debris from the forest because logs and debris shifted by the currents can 
destroy seedlings. (The debris is piled in particular spots so it creates wildlife habitat.) At most planting sites, 
the two-week tide cycle contains a six-day window when planters can canoe into the mangroves, plant 
propagules and catch the outgoing tide before they get stranded on the mudflats at low tide.

“Our goal is twofold: reforestation and poverty alleviation,” says Jamie Shattenberg, international director of 
Eden Reforestation Projects, Madagascar. “If you’re going to do reforestation and you ignore the human 
issue – poverty – it’s difficult to find success, because the forest is what people turn to last if they have no 
other sustainable livelihood.”

In the project’s first year, eight people planted 100,000 mangroves. Now Eden employs more than 1,000 
people to plant trees, with 225m new mangrove trees planted since 2006. Some Malagasy planters were 
enslaved to local fish barons because they owed money for using their fishing equipment; tree-planting 
income has enabled them to repay their debts and escape this bondage.

Restoring coastal mangroves is not simple. Eden plants mainly on government and community land along 
the coast, with the support of local villages. Most mangrove is no-man’s land but people still claim rights to 
establish shrimp farms or raid forests for timber for building and charcoal.

“The thing that’s really now destroying them is charcoal,” says Shattenberg. “Once a mangrove forest is cut 
down it takes generations to refill, the mud starts eroding and kills the reef and a negative cycle starts. We’ve 
had areas tree-poached, and we’ve put guards in. Charcoal is a constant problem, and you can’t change it 
overnight because so much of Madagascar relies on charcoal for their cooking. It’s like telling England and 
France ‘no more gas’. You have to find a different source of fuel and make it affordable.” Then there is a 
“charcoal mafia”: “You get in the way of charcoal directly and you’re in the way of people’s money and people 
don’t like that.”



 In Madagascar, TreeSisters is helping the Eden Reforestation Projects plant lost mangrove trees along the coast. Photograph: Jouan & Rius/Nature Picture Library/Getty Images/Nature Picture 
Library

Shattenberg is optimistic, however, about visible changes to the environment – and consciousness. “Massive 
areas are starting to come back and the Malagasy are seeing changes in the fish, crab and wildlife 
populations. We’re seeing a change in how people feel about the forest. They recognise they can protect it. 
It’s for Madagascar, for the Malagasy people and it’s for the future of our world.”

A similar emphasis on reforestation for local people is driving the restoration of deforested Mount Kenya. 
TreeSisters is working with the International Tree Foundation (ITF), a charity founded in 1924 by a visionary 
forester in colonial Kenya called Richard St Barbe Baker. The charity was originally called Men of the Trees. 
Now it is supporting reforestation led by local women.

 Two Kenyan girls carry seedlings, the sales of which provides local charity groups with an income that is then distributed as loans to help women’s farms and businesses. Photograph: Courtesy 
of International Tree Foundation

“One of the very clear learnings we’ve had is that the more you can work with local organisations that are 
women-led or driven by women, the better your results,” says Paul Laird, programmes manager at the ITF. 
“It is the women’s groups that really drive and motivate, and men are often pleased to have women running 
it.”

Kenya is water-stressed, and dependent on seasonal rains for its water supply. Forest cover can influence 
rainfall and local humidity and temperature, as well as filter water. The country’s current forest cover is a 
meagre 7% at best; Kenya’s constitution commits to increasing it to 10%. Kenya has also signed the African 
Forest Landscape Restoration Initiative (AFR100) commitment to restore 5.1m hectares of degraded land in 
Kenya. But such targets are not yet creating much traction on the ground, according to Laird.

Below Mount Kenya is a circle of humid montane forest. Google Earth reveals it is decidedly patchy. “What 
happened to the forest? The 20th century happened to the forest,” says Laird. The colonial regime harvested 
native forest and replaced it with eucalyptus and pine plantations – non-native monocultures that are “a 
killer in terms of biodiversity”, according to Laird. After independence, commercial gangs took timber and 
both rich and poor turned forest into farmland.

The ITF is supporting local charities such as Mount Kenya Environmental Conservation to work with local 
women to establish small nurseries of native trees at the forest fringe. The sales of these tree seedlings 



provide the groups with an income, which is then distributed as loans to help women’s farms and businesses. 
Native trees are planted directly into deforested areas, while a new scheme enables local people to 
temporarily grow potatoes in reforested areas, the cultivation helping native trees grow free of weeds for 
their first few years. The women also grow high-value grafted trees such as avocado and macadamia nut on 
their own burgeoning agro-forestry farms.

“Women are the primary caretakers of the household and know their reliance on a healthy forest,” says the 
Nairobi-based Teresa Gitonga of the ITF. “They are the people who look for firewood, they are the people 
who cook so they also look for water. Women are change agents. The only thing they need is to unlock their 
potential and know that planting trees will make their lives better.”

According to Anastacia Njoki, a member of a tree-planting group close to Mount Kenya, she and her fellow 
agro-foresters share experiences, as well as sing together.

 A tree-planting group close to Mount Kenya: the agro-foresters share experiences as well as sing together. Photograph: Courtesy of International Tree Foundation

“We are doing it because we are the ones who have to collect the firewood. Instead of cutting a large tree, we 
are collecting dead wood,” she says. But she recognises the wider benefits of trees to the region and Kenya 
itself. “The trees that we are planting are indigenous and we as a community are benefiting in one way or 
another to conserve our ecosystem and maintain the areas where our water is coming from,” she says. Mount 
Kenya’s forests, she says, make it their “water tower”.

In western countries, TreeSisters continues to raise awareness of a feminine way of responding to ecological 
crises and climate change, and the need to balance consumption with restoration. Dubois wants to embed 
restoration into every financial transaction: in other words, everything we buy must also include “a kickback 
to nature”.

“Extinction Rebellion has blasted through collective denial and there’s suddenly a longing for solutions,” says 
Dubois. “We’re saying: ‘Let’s not wait for the government, we the people are the solution and can drive 
massive change.’ We’re talking about how we can move from rebellion to restoration.”

It may be difficult to measure how awareness is raised, but perhaps it can be guided by the straightforward 
measurement that is planting trees. As Dubois puts it: “It’s tangible, it’s simple, it’s life-giving.”


